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The Unsung Engineers of FTC Robotics
Written by: Natalie Knight-Griffin

H

idden down one of
Centennial’s
less
crowded hallways (a
rarity in itself) and down a
rather dim, narrow corridor,
is a computer science roomhome to the FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) Robotics club. As
I stepped into the room for the
first time, the atmosphere felt
almost animated. I was instantly hit with a feeling of intense,
pure joy. The sight of photographer Eliza Andrew with her
camera, and I with my notepad,
immediately garnered a beaming smile on the faces of each
individual as the words, “the
Wingspan!” jumped around the
room. Two enormous robots sat
in the center of the room surrounded by a protective barrier,
and just beyond that, a mass of
students with determined faces.
My eyes jumped from one excitable huddle of bodies to another. Sophomore Diego Mon-

temayor quickly grabbed an
oddly shaped bag, pulling out
enormous foam hats. The hats
were tossed across the room,
bursts of color and decoration
meant to distinguish the individual teams, Exponential
15561 and VIRUS 9866, that
were controlling each robot. As
I realized I was getting lost in
the sheer madness and spirit of
the room, I gathered my bearings and remembered that I had
a story to tell.
As sophomore club president
Phillip Wang and junior Carlos
Montemayor excitedly made
their way over to Eliza and me,
I couldn’t help but feel giddy.
Why hadn’t we come sooner?
They introduced themselves
and set down various trophies
and binders accumulated over
only a few short months, proving the club had already distinguished itself in excelling in
the art of competition. I asked
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Phillip how this all worked,
how this group of high school
kids had managed to transform
an idea into a robotics-based
enterprise. He grabbed a thick,
Leslie Knope-looking binder,
and began flipping through the
pages as if he’d done it a thousand times, and could recite
every word. I noticed that the
binder was separated by labeled
tabs, detailing things such as
mechanical instructions, marketing, and the business plan.
Under the marketing tab, there
was a spread of the numerous
sponsors that had allowed the
club to have the necessary funding.
Phillip and his team have
transformed the impressive
hobby into a business-like,
full-time job. After only a little
over a year of operation, the
club gained over twenty members and numerous sponsors. A
$10,000 grant from the Depart-
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ment of Education along with
$3,000 from various other supporting companies allowed the
group to purchase two brand
new computers, a 3D printer,
and essential equipment. The
group works tirelessly three
days a week after school, as well
as weekends. Their mission,
above all, is to become more
knowledgeable about engineering, programming, and marketing concepts while simultaneously spread awareness of
STEM within the school community.
Two years ago, this business-like robotics utopia was
just a budding vision. Phillip
and his two friends, Andrew
Zhao and Matthew Zhang,
imagined turning their personal FTC team into a real club at
Centennial. From there, they
reached out to Nancy Smith,
the PLTW teacher, and fellow
students with an interest in ro-
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The club’s robots, Exponential 15561 (left) and Virus 9866
(right).
botics. Soon enough, this STEM
dream became a reality.
“In the beginning, our main
motivation for creating this club
was to share our passion for
robotics with more students,”
noted Wang. Moving into the
school would give them better
accessibility to be apart of our
passion.”
Their success has been immense, winning over three
awards in just their first year of
existence.
“During our first year as a
club, we won the first place Inspire Award at the Naval Academy Qualifier, placed second in
the Motivate, Think, and Control Awards, and third place in
the Connect Award,” Wang remarked.
“The Inspire Award is the
biggest award that a team can
win at each competition, as it is
given to the team that embodies the ‘challenge’ of the FIRST
Tech Challenge program,” he
added. “The team that receives
this award is a strong ambassador for FIRST programs and
a role model FIRST Team. We
also qualified for the 2017-2018
FIRST Worlds Championship.”
In their second year, both teams
Exponential 15561 and VIRUS
9866 qualified for States after
winning the first and second

place Inspire Awards at the
Parkdale High Qualifier. The
teams will be competing at the
Maryland State Championship
at UMBC in March.
As I excitedly scribbled my
final thoughts into my notes,
I took a final look around the
room. Each cluster of laughing faces, the robots zooming
towards one another, the pure
bliss of the environment- a second home. There were so many
words I could think of to describe this robotics enterprise,
the STEM heaven single-handedly built from passionate freshman friends. If there’s one thing
I can say, it’s that I will never
underestimate this unstoppable
group of young engineers.
For FTC robotics, it’s not the
thrill of the awards, nor the rush
of the competition, that motivates their endless time commitment and work ethic for the
club. It’s pure passion.
“This is such an invaluable
opportunity for any high school
student to have. This club gives
us an opportunity to essentially operate a start-up company,”
said Phillip. “It gives us a chance
to share what we are passionate
about with others for the betterment of the community.”
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An Inside Look into the
“I’m glad
I get the
chance to
help so many
people.”
Lee stands next to National History Day projects created by the middle schoolers he assisted.
Photo contributed by: Calvin Lee

C

entennial’s
Intern/
Mentor program, led
by the respected Michelle Bagley for over two decades before her retirement
last year, has since been taken
over by Toni Ireland, a former Howard County English
teacher and Literacy Coach.
The program is part of G/T
Research and is unlike any
other research class offered
in Howard County. With the
endless opportunities that
the program offers, students
are able to learn about a topic they choose, outside of the
traditional classroom setting.
Students in the program
receive assistance in finding
an internship in their chosen
topic of interest. The topics,
ranging from the culinary
arts to neuroscience to law,
can be any potential career
path that interests each individual.
Along with research done
outside of the internship, stu-

dents have the chance to learn
about their topic through
first-hand experiences with
the help of their mentor.
Throughout the year, each
student uses new knowledge
to conduct a unique, compelling research project.
What some may not know
is that students are given the
opportunity to take time out
of their school day to go to
their internship. This way,
students’ schedules don’t become too overwhelming.
Senior Anna Bychkova
joined the Intern/Mentor
program this year. She is interested in linguistics and
politics, and took this opportunity to look into a possible future career for herself.
Bychkova interns at Foreign-Born Information and
Referral Network (FIRN)
under the direction of Kristin Lilly, a social worker at
the organization.
Bychkova goes to her in-

ternship twice a week, for
about two hours each time.
“I help out with various
projects that people are doing, help plan events, work
on my own project, organize
items or files, and help out
with clients,” Bychkova said.
While she has her everyday
tasks, Bychkova is also given
spontaneous assignments to
which she can apply her own
skills. Since Bychkova is fluent in the Russian language,
she is sometimes asked to interpret for a Russian client.
“I’m glad I get the chance
to help so many people,”
Bychkova added. Through
her internship, she is able to
get experience in her field of
interest, but it is also an opportunity to invest time in
community service.
Bychkova hopes that her
internship can help her go
in the right direction. “My
future plans are to obtain a
masters degree in a human-
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ities-related field, potentially international relations or
public policy,” Bychkova said.
Junior Calvin Lee is also
in the Intern/Mentor program, but his area of interest is teaching. He secured
an internship at Burleigh
Manor Middle School under
the guidance of the G/T Resource teacher, Robyn Page.
“Finding a school to intern
at was as easy as crossing the
parking lot to Burleigh Manor,” Lee said.
Lee visits his mentor twice
a week, arriving by the beginning of the sixth period G/T
seminars, which are classes that allow middle school
students to explore areas like
STEM and film.
“I stay for the G/T Research
class, and I help out students
with their research,” Lee added. “Sometimes, I even get to
lead the activities and lessons
a little bit.”
Lee has been given the

Intern/Mentor Program
chance to step into the shoes
of a G/T Resource teacher.
“The coolest thing I’ve done
so far is [teach] the Historical Research unit by myself,
planning and all,” Lee said.
“It doesn’t sound as cool as
doing research on rats or assisting a surgery, but being
on the other side of things
in the classroom was really
eye-opening, exciting, and
very tiring.”
For his research component, Lee is exploring the
depths of the G/T program
across Howard County.
“Anyone can get into G/T if
they want to, no matter what
they got on their standardized G/T tests,” Lee said.
He is researching how the
fast-paced and competitive
environment of a G/T classroom can affect a “statistically non-G/T student’s mental
health, and how that in turn
could affect their academic
performance and future in
school.”
While the research component is a mandatory part of
the Intern/Mentor program,
Lee’s topic is something he is
passionate about.
“We know here at Centennial what academic competition can do to somebody, and
I don’t want that happening
in middle school just because
parents want the ‘G/T’ label
on their kid,” Lee concluded.
Unlike Bychkova and Lee,
senior Eshna Ghosh already
completed her internship

this past summer. This is her
second year in the Intern/
Mentor program.
“Last year when I was in
the Intern/Mentor program,
I really wanted to be a doctor,” Ghosh said. “After my
internship at a pediatric urgent care, I realized it was
not exactly what I wanted to
be after all.”
After looking into other
options, Ghosh decided she
would explore biomedical
engineering. “It was still in
the medical field, but it had
an interesting twist,” Ghosh
added. Since her internship
site did not offer biomedical engineering, Ghosh was
placed in the computer science department for Optics
and Imaging at the Johns
Hopkins Applied Physics
Lab. She worked under the
mentorship of Diane Tang.
Ghosh interned for about
seven weeks in the summer,
going four to five days each
week from 8am to 3pm.
“In the beginning of my
internship, I mostly worked
on learning the MATLAB
language that I was expected
to use,” Ghosh said. “Once I
was familiar with MATLAB,
I began to work on projects
that my mentor assigned
me.”
Just like Bychkova and Lee,
while having everyday tasks,
Ghosh had the opportunity
to work on more casual projects when she had time.
“The coolest thing I have

Ghosh interned at the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab over
the summer. Photo contributed by: Eshna Ghosh

done at my internship is
[create] vinyl stickers using
a vinyl cutting machine,” she
said.
Even though Ghosh completed her internship in the
summer, she continued her
research into the school year.
“In a continuation of the
project that I worked on this
summer, the project that I
am pursuing now has medical applications,” Ghosh said.
“My focus has been on how
certain technologies can improve the lives of people living with blindness.”
Ghosh got the chance to
interact with a wide range of
people, including other interns, graduate students, and
the engineers and scientists.
“It was very helpful to talk to
these people and get advice
about the next steps for me,”
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she concluded.
Bychkova, Lee, and Ghosh
have all had diverse experiences in the Intern/Mentor
program, shaped entirely by
their personal interests and
desires. The program can be
an eye-opening opportunity,
changing students’ perspectives and the direction they
follow as they finish high
school.
- Javiera Diaz-Ortiz

Co l or
G ua rd
E

ver since
Centennial
High School was established almost 42 years
ago, there has always been a
marching band to perform
during football games. Alongside the instrumentalists, the
color guard has complemented
the band for years with animated visuals and soaring flags, as
viewers are taken through an
eight-minute production of
music and color. Each time
they enter the stadium, the
color guard strives to visually
tell the story that the marching
band tells through music.
As crisp as it looks by the
time the show is performed
during the fall, the members of
color guard prepare their choreography for three consecutive
months before the first show
takes place. The immense hard
work put into the color guard
year after year to achieve the
best performance possible is
what makes this program so
special.
“I think the best thing about
the CHS color guard is the at-

The color guard performs during halftime at a football game.
Photo contributed by: Dave Frommer

mosphere and rapport of the
group,” said Sydney Littmann,
color guard adviser and Spanish teacher at Centennial. “Everyone is welcome to join, and
all members work to make sure
everyone feels included, regardless of their skill level or background.”
The upcoming season will
be Littmann’s third as a supervisor of the guard. In her eyes,
the success of this team is due
to the students who participate.
“All of the members of the color guard work extremely hard
to get better and help each other
improve throughout the season,” Littmann added. “Without the amazing students who
dedicate their time to the activity, the color guard wouldn’t be
nearly as successful as it is.”
For the students involved in
this sport, it’s an activity like no
other.
“We get to be ourselves in
guard, and it’s a great outlet for
when we’re having bad days,”
said junior Regina Wang, one
of two Leadership Team (LT)

members within the guard.
The LT members strive to act
as mentors for everyone on the
team, assisting with choreography and technique. “The whole
marching band is full of [positivity]... I think that really motivates us to do our best.”
Although marching band
only takes place between August and October, Centennial’s
color guard could be considered
almost a year-round activity
for those who participate in it.
From the try-outs in the spring
until the Winter Spectacular,
color guard works and rehearses to perfect difficult choreography and achieve an amazing
performance, no matter the
occasion. The combination of
athletics and visual art allow the
color guard members to showcase a performance that is completely unique within the band,
enhancing the visual effects of
the entire group.
“My favorite part about color
guard is being able to see myself
improve,” said Maria Daly, who
joined the 2018 guard season
as an incoming sophomore at
Centennial. “We get to see everyone improve and come together at once… It’s incredibly
satisfying, being able to see everyone get better and end up in
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perfect time.”
Similarly, Wang and Daly
both find that color guard is a
place where they thrive– not
only through the sport, but in
team bonding as well.
“Even on the stressful days,
we go through it as a team,”
Wang said. She has been in the
color guard since the latter part
of her freshman year. This upcoming season will be her third
and final year on the team.
“Overall, guard is an experience
I will never forget.”
Truly, the motivation that
each member of the color guard
holds stems from their dedication and passion for the sport.
During the 10 days of marching
band camp held during the end
of August, the bond that forms
between the guard members as
well as the marching band as
a whole is due to one unifying
goal: to make each season even
better than the last.
“The group is so collaborative and supportive,” Littmann
said. “I have worked with many
color guards in the past, and I
have never met a group that is
so open, welcoming, and supportive of each other.”

- Natalie Keane

3 Coaches.
1 Program.
Still
Soaring
Written by: Caleb McClatchey
Photo by: Ellie Zoller-Gritz

F

orty-one years ago, Centennial’s Varsity boys basketball team celebrated
their first win in program history, a 68-64 double overtime victory over rival Mount Hebron.
Over four decades and 450 wins
later, generations of Eagle athletes have built a program rich
in tradition and full of history.
In the landscape of high
school basketball, continuity
takes a backseat to change far
too often. A team which wins
a championship one year may
have a completely new lineup
the next. Come back four years
later and there won’t be a single
familiar face. In a competition
level where turnover is inevitable, can a program really be
considered a program? Is there
truly any connection between
Greg Brouse of Centennial’s
inaugural season and Stafford
Smith of today’s?
The answer --in the case of
Centennial-- is yes. But this
story isn’t about the connection between any of Centenni-

al’s players, it’s about the three
coaches who tied them all together.
Samuel Leishure became
coach of the Varsity team
when the school opened in
1977. Leishure, 34 at the time,
transferred to Centennial after
spending 11 years working at
Northwestern High School. Although he stepped down from
coaching after the 1983-84
season, Leishure continued to
work as a guidance counselor at
Centennial until his retirement
in 2002.
As coach, Leishure was
tasked with a unique challenge: building a program from
scratch. Unsurprisingly, Centennial’s inexperience proved
too much to overcome in their
inaugural season. After their
thrilling, double-overtime win
over Mount Hebron, the Eagles
only won one more game and
finished with an overall record
of 2-18. However, Centennial
improved dramatically the following year and finished 15-9

-- the first winning record in
program history.
Unfortunately, that 15-9 record proved to be the high water mark of Leishure’s tenure.
Over his next five seasons, the
Eagles were consistently mediocre, never finishing with a better record than 12-8 or a worse
record than 8-14. Nevertheless,
Leishure’s influence on the program extended far beyond wins
and losses. Although he may
not have achieved the final results he desired, Leishure set
the tone for how the program
should be run.
“He did what was right,” said
Jim Hill, Leishure’s successor.
“He was always kind of a moral pinnacle.” As coach, Leishure
demanded excellence from
his players both on and off the
court. He made sure they never
cut corners, and never put up
with players cutting classes or
getting into fights.
According to Hill, Leishure
would “make sure that [his
players] were willing to pay the
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price to be good, and be a good
person as well.” It was in this
way that Leishure shaped the
program from the beginning,
serving as a great example for
the two coaches who followed
him.
When Leishure stepped
down from coaching at the end
of the 1983-84 season, Hill applied for the job and got it. Hill
had already been a part of the
program for two years as coach
of the Junior Varsity (JV) team,
making the switch to Varsity
more of a natural step.
Although Hill’s more aggressive,
pressure-oriented
coaching style differed from
Leishure’s more conservative
approach, Hill believes he benefited from watching Leishure
coach before taking over as Varsity coach.
“I think he rubbed off on me
in a very positive fashion,” Hill
recalled. “He made me a little
more cautious and [got me] to
consider other aspects of the
game.”
Story continued on Page 8.

“[Leishure] did
what was right.
He was always
kind of a moral
pinnacle.”
Story continued from Page 7.

Ben Lubbehusen, who played
for both coaches, noted that
even though Leishure influenced Hill, Hill “never became
Leishure. He took those skills
and implemented them into his
personality.”
Despite their distinctly different philosophies, Hill produced
similar results in his first seven
seasons as Varsity coach. From
Hill’s first season in 1984-85 to
the 1990-91 season, the Eagles
went a combined 59-95 (.383
winning percentage). In comparison, the Eagles went 64-84
(.432 winning percentage) from
1977-78 to 1983-84 under Leishure.
Entering its 15th season in
1991, Centennial’s basketball
program had become defined
by mediocrity. The program
had no county titles, no regional titles, and owned an overall winning percentage barely
over .400. The Howard County
Sun, in their 1991-92 Howard
County Basketball Preview, put
it bluntly: “The Eagles have talent, but need the confidence to
overcome a losing tradition and

the consistency they’ve sorely
lacked in the past.”
For Hill, two of the most important things in establishing
a winning culture were getting
his players to “buy in” and truly
dedicate themselves to the program.
Under Hill, basketball became a near year-round commitment for Centennial players.
The team began to play in summer and fall leagues together,
strengthening team unity and
giving players more opportunities to practice and improve.
“[They] bought into the concept that you had to work at the
game to get better,” said Hill.
In addition to playing in
summer and fall leagues, Hill
began taking his teams on overnight team camps in the summer. While staying at colleges
like Syracuse or the University
of Delaware, his players had
a chance to learn from other
coaches, practice, and bond on
and off the court.
Hill believes that playing
basketball almost year-round,
along with the discipline they
developed and their overall

dedication to the program,
“made them realize that they
had to work at it and become
better at it and they did.”
Perhaps as a result of their
work ethic and dedication, Hill’s
teams became known for their
sound fundamentals and great
defense. Both of these characteristics stemmed from Hill’s
emphasis on the team over the
individual. Hill pushed the idea
that it’s much better for five
players to score ten points than
for one player to score twenty. It
was Hill’s goal to make opposing defenses feel as if they had
to stop all five players at once -an extremely difficult task.
Over the next ten seasons,
Hill’s methods and philosophy
proved successful as the Eagles
completely changed the culture
of the Centennial basketball
program. After ending a streak
of four straight losing seasons
with a 14-9 mark in 1991-92, the
Eagles won the first county title
in school history the following
year. Three seasons later, the
Eagles won their second county title. The next year, they won
their third, en route to an unde-
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feated season and 22-1 overall
record. Three seasons after that,
they won another county title.
As if that wasn’t enough, they
won yet another in the 2000-01
season.
After leading Centennial to
five county titles and a 145-82
record (.639 winning percentage) in a ten-year span, Hill had
not just erased the program’s
losing tradition, he had replaced
it with a wwinning one. He led
Centennial to one more county
title, his sixth, in the 2004-05
season before retiring two seasons later.
Following his departure, JV
Coach Chad Hollwedel took
over the Varsity job. Hollwedel
had been part of the program
since 1997, serving as JV assistant, Varsity assistant, and JV
head coach in that time. According to Hollwedel, Hill was
supportive of him getting the
job and even put in a good word
to Scott Pfeifer, the principal.
“I felt that the program would
be in great hands with Coach
Hollwedel,” recalled Hill.
With ten years of experience
coaching in the program, Holl-

wedel was already familiar with
the program’s new, winning culture and Hill’s philosophy. Just
as Leishure had rubbed off on
Hill, Hill gave Hollwedel valuable insight on coaching and
leading a successful program.
Coaching wise, Hollwedel
says that watching how the system which Hill taught in practice translated to games taught
him a lot. While the system
which Hollwedel runs now differs from the one Hill ran, the
three major tenets of Hill’s philosophy: great discipline, great
defense, and sound fundamentals, are still a major focus in
the program according to Hollwedel.
Off the court, Hollwedel
learned the importance of developing interpersonal relationships with his players.
“Being able to relate personally as a player and coach was
obviously critical,” he said.
Hill also taught Hollwedel
that mutual respect between
and unity within a program’s
coaching staff is essential for
success. Hollwedel noted that
players will see through a disunified coaching staff right

away - ultimately leading to a
more divided program.
As Varsity coach, Hollwedel
took this concept of unity within the program and expanded
on it, implementing a system
similar to the one he had been
a part of in the football program. Instead of traditional
JV or Varsity assistant coaches, Hollwedel decided to have
“program assistants.” These assistants rotate between JV and
Varsity every day, giving them
the chance to work with all
players in the program.
“There’s continuity in what
we teach because all of the
coaches are teaching the same
thing to every kid,” explained
Hollwedel. As a result, JV and
Varsity are more like one unified program and less like two
separate teams.
Another important point of
emphasis for Hollwedel is focusing on one game at a time
rather than the season as whole.
“You’re not worrying about
having a winning record, you’re
not worried about consistently
winning over the course of the
season. You’re worried about
trying to be your best every

night to be 1-0 at the end of that
night.” Hollwedel believes that
having this mindset the whole
season helps prepare his teams
for the playoffs, a time when
each game is truly a must-win.
With Hollwedel at the helm,
the winning tradition that Hill
began has grown even stronger.
After finishing with a losing
record in his first two seasons,
Hollwedel has led Centennial
to nine straight winning seasons. Although Hollwedel has
not won as many county titles
as Hill, he has demonstrated a
knack for taking his teams deep
into the playoffs.
In the 2010-11 season, Centennial won regionals and advanced to the state tournament
for the first time in school history. Like Hill’s success with
county titles, the floodgates
opened after winning the first.
In fact, the Eagles won regionals again the very next year and
again in the 2014-15 season.
In their 1979-80 varsity basketball preview, Pam Harrison
and Brent Burkhardt of the
Wingspan wrote that Leishure,
“says that winning the state
championships would naturally

be his ultimate goal, but a more
attainable one would be just to
make it to the state championships.” On March 14, 2015
--12,889 days after the Wingspan’s preview was published-Leishure’s “ultimate goal” finally turned into a reality for the
program. With a 57-43 victory
over Westlake at College Park,
Centennial earned its first boys
basketball state title in school
history. That win wasn’t just the
result of one team’s year of hard
work. Instead, it was the culmination of 38 seasons of Centennial basketball. 38 seasons of
dedication and a commitment
to excellence from Centennial
players. 38 seasons of support
from the Centennial community. 38 seasons in which Leishure
set an example, Hill created a
winning culture, and Hollwedel
improved on their success. And
so, as the Eagles try to win that
elusive last game of the season
once again this year, they are
not merely playing for themselves or for Hollwedel. They
are also playing for Hill, Leishure, and all the players who
came before them. They are the
Eagles of course; they play for
Centennial.

“[The team]
bought into the
concept that you
had to work at
the game to get
better.”
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How Many APs Are Too Many?
Written by: Celina Wong

A

lthough it feels early, students are preparing their schedules for the next school year.
Many students opt to take
Advanced Placement (AP)
classes, which prepare them
for the notorious AP tests in
the first weeks of May. Centennial offers a wide variety of these courses ranging
from AP Comparative Government and Politics to AP
Chinese IV Language and
Culture. Even though these
courses allow for students to
skip some general education
classes in college, AP courses teach at a faster pace and
hold its students to a much
higher standard. AP classes
are highly coveted, but the
question is: how many is too
many?
Senior Binderiya Undrakhbold has taken 11 AP
classes throughout her four

Photos by: Delanie Tucker

years at Centennial. Through
her experience, she doesn’t
think there is a set number of
APs a student should take.
“If you enjoy pushing
yourself and have an interest
in a lot of different things, I
think students should be able
to take as many as they want,”
Undrakhbold said.
However, Undrakhbold does
believe there is a direct correlation between the AP
workload and home life.
“At Centennial, AP Chemistry and AP Calculus BC
are two of the hardest classes
offered,” Undrakhbold explained. “Students definitely
need to put in their own time
and hard work to succeed in
those classes because at the
end of the day, they are college-level courses.”
Undrakhbold proposes that students should not
base their course registration

on their peers; rather, they
should choose the ones that
spark interest.
“Take AP classes that you
feel the most interested in.
Take classes that you know
you will enjoy, not just because everyone around you
is,” Undrakhbold advised. “I
currently take AP Human
Geography and I love the
documentaries we watch in
class and I’m really glad I’m
taking it.”
Undrakhbold suggests
that students should branch
out and find different study
methods when preparing for
these classes.
“I think students should
experiment in different ways
of studying,” Undrakhbold
stated. “A lot of us think and
feel that there is only one way
of studying, which is reading
the textbooks, taking notes,
and memorizing it. But, there
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are so many other efficient
ways to retain information
and prepare for tests.”
Jennifer McKechnie, the
Intermediate Team Leader
(ITL) of student services at
Centennial High School, has
a similar point of view to Undrakhbold about the number of AP classes a student
should take.
“I would say it really depends on the student,” McKechnie said. “Every student is
unique and every student is
going to have their individual needs based on what they
are interested in, what they
are good at, and what their
career goals are. I don’t think
there is one set model or one
set number.”
McKechnie detailed a few
benefits of taking these higher level courses.
“I think [AP classes] prepare students for collegiate

Sophomore Kiran Vepa plans on taking six AP courses next year.

level work and the rigor that
is expected at the college level. Students are also getting
exposure and the chance to
explore that topic in an indepth level,” McKechnie explained.
While the academic benefits are great, there is a great
deal of stress attached to
these courses.
“The stress comes in when
a student is taking multiple,
or way too many AP classes,”
McKechnie stated. “[To limit
stress], one of the things we
can do is connect students
with tutors. We can also look
at how overwhelming the
classes may be. If it is towards
the beginning of the school
year, we look at reducing
the workload by, maybe, going down to an honors level
class.”
According to McKechnie,
students should not feel obli-

gated to take AP level courses because it is the norm, or
to fit in with their friends
and classmates.
“I think there is a lot of
pressure in this building to
take everything at an AP or
[gifted and talented] level, so we want to explain to
students ‘It’s okay, you don’t
have to do everything at an
AP level,’” McKechnie added.
“Do the classes you are good
at, and the ones that you love,
at a higher level. You don’t
have to do everything.”
McKechnie also mentioned that AP classes are not
mandatory and that students
can still be successful without them.
“Kids get into Harvard and
really good colleges without
having several AP classes on
their transcripts,” McKechnie said.
McKechnie provided some

advice to help these students
avoid stress and to become
more well-rounded.
“I think students should
have something outside of
academics, so they are not
overtaxed with a lot of APs,”
McKechnie shared. “Students should give themselves
time to participate in other
things like clubs and sports
because colleges will look at
that as well.”
Ellen Mauser, another
guidance counselor at Centennial High School, detailed
what she thinks is essential in
order to maintain a healthy
school life.
“I’ve been stressing balance
[to students]. I think that is
key for student well-being,”
Mauser added. “If they can
find balance within their
schedule, they have less of
a chance to be anxious and
stressed.”
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Advanced Placement classes have their pros and cons.
Although APs can prepare
students for the college world
and allow incoming freshmen to jump into their desired majors, they can potentially cause more stress and
impact the work and school
balance. Because there is not
one set number of APs someone should take, students
can experiment in different
courses to see where their
interests lie and even consider taking certain classes at a
higher level. The question
may not be, “how many APs
is too many?” rather: “what is
the right amount for me?”

The Importance of
District Funding
T

he Howard County Public School System has a
reputation of exemplary student performance and
impressive test scores, largely
due to its competitive teacher
salaries and significant education budget. Teachers in Howard County are paid exponentially higher than teachers in
other counties, resulting from
the region’s higher taxes and
substantial funding. Howard
County teachers are attracted to
the school system not only for
its ample resources and array
of teaching opportunities, but
also for the higher than average
compensation. School districts
outside of the county often fall
victim to a slash in their budget, most often correlating to
districts that have lower incomes and are racially divided.
Howard County, being one of
the most diverse regions in the
nation, can attribute its success
to its ample funding and larger
than average tax bracket, resulting in a racially varied and
socioeconomically prosperous
community.
Laura Attridge has been teaching science in Howard County
middle schools for 23 years, and
is currently at Thomas Viaduct
Middle School. Her decision to
teach in Howard County was
partially due to having grown
up in the district. As a result,
she has a great understanding of
its stellar reputation.

“I believe that high quality
educators are a very important
factor in the success of students,” said Attridge. “Competitive salaries are part of what
pulls teachers to Howard County.”
Kelli McDonough-Schlehr
has been teaching English at
Centennial for 11 years. Regarding the difference between
teacher wages in Howard
County and other counties,
McDonough-Schlehr was keen
to say that her earnings now
are better than her earnings
as a new teacher in Baltimore
County, in addition to Howard
County reimbursing her for
her tuition. According to McDonough-Schlehr, the benefits
of being a teacher in a wealthy
county such as Howard County stretch further than a yearly
salary, factoring in the county’s
ability to take care of its faculty.
This is a privilege that less-affluent school districts do not have.
“In comparison to friends
that I have in other counties and
states, I feel that Howard County takes care of us. Even from my
personal experiences in the city,
I can say that we are rewarded
more than I was then,” emphasized McDonough-Schlehr. “I
think we are given tools to help
students succeed and grow in
different ways.”
Not all school systems are
as well-funded or have the resources and adequate teacher

pay that Howard County does.
For 22 years, Adam Stonemeier has taught middle school
science in Illinois, Wisconsin, and Montgomery County,
Maryland, respectively. Montgomery County and Howard
County share many similarities
in their school systems, with an
economically diverse student
population and high teacher
wages. In comparison, teacher pay in Illinois varied from
district-to-district. As a result,
the counties with lower-income
families were the same counties
where teacher salaries ranged
from $25,000 to $70,000, as
opposed to in a higher income community, where salaries ranged from $40,000 to
$110,000 per teacher.
“Usually, the districts with the
students that had the most
needs were the ones that had
the lowest pay,” detailed Stonemeier.
But how does teacher compensation and school funding
affect students?
Having taught in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, which was deemed
the fourth poorest U.S. city in
2009 according to the U.S. Census Bureau, Stonemeier experienced teaching in a city with
little to no educational funding.
Statistics from the Milwaukee
Department of Public Institution showcases Milwaukee’s
notoriously low performance
in education, with just 12% of
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eighth graders being proficient
in reading, and a significant
black-white racial gap in graduation rate. While white students
graduate successfully, black students and other minorities are
more likely to fail, drop out, and
become involved in crime.
“The district had trouble attracting teachers,” states Stonemeier. “There was all kinds of
legislation passed with the purpose of making public education weaker.”
Racial divisions are a significant problem in low-income
communities. School districts
with a largely black or hispanic
student population, most commonly seen in urban areas, have
trouble attracting teachers. Areas with a significant division of
wealth are those which experience concentrated poverty, the
separation of typically minority areas immersed in poverty
from white, affluent neighborhoods. A report released by The
Century Foundation declares
that Stonemeier’s former home,
Milwaukee, is a region seeing
the fastest growing increase in
Black and Latino people living
in areas of high concentrated
poverty. These are the same regions hit by legislative funding
cuts and bills that require no
consequence for poor school
performance. Howard County,
in contrast, has one of the largest educational budgets in the
state. The school’s funding cre-

ates an environment drawing
teachers and students from far
and wide, creating a successful
and diverse environment both
racially and socioeconomically.
Socioeconomic differences
drastically affect student success, just as a higher budget
leads to more success for students with lower income. These
districts typically fall victim to
minimal resources and limited
funding. As a result, schools
struggle to keep teachers and
gain new ones, as many teachers turn to other school districts
that offer higher salaries.
Milwaukee has not been the
only city fallen victim to significant funding cuts, as the issue
of cutting the education budget
has faced the nation for years.
Budget cuts within cities across
the nation have sacrificed teacher salaries and resourcing all for

the sake of saving money.
Howard County’s exemplary reputation and high student
achievement directly correlates
to the county’s higher tax rates,
which allow for competitive
teacher salaries. In comparison to schools in other districts
and states where poverty and
minimal funding is a continuous struggle, Howard County
students are incredibly lucky
to have access to the simple resources not available to so
many others.
As local teacher Attridge
pointed out, teachers are drawn
to districts which have the capability to provide all necessary
supplies. Both Attridge and
Stonemeier describe the cycle
in which more poverty-ridden school districts lack updated technology and student
resources, making teaching

McDonough-Schlehr helps out a student during class.
Photo by: Zach Grable
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“I think we
are given
tools to help
students
succeed and
grow in
different
ways.”

an even more challenging job.
School districts that cannot afford these assets and higher salaries do so at the expense of the
student, only lowering access
to a higher quality of education
and in turn lowering student
success, opportunity, and test
scores.
As long as Howard County continues to fund its public
school system amply, the district will succeed in access to resources, teacher availability, and
an opportunistic environment
for students regardless of race.

-Natalie Knight-Griffin

Allied
Bowling:
Centennial’s
Perfect Strike
Matthew Na (left) stands with Ashwath Srisailam (right) at
an Allied Bowling game. Photo by: Eliza Andrew

T

he Allied Bowling
team has been a success at Centennial
High school for nine years.
Students don’t often realize the impact the Allied
Bowling program has on its
participants. Because of the
team, Centennial students
have more opportunities
to try new sports and make
friends they wouldn’t normally see in their classes.
Created to give every student a chance to try bowling, this team was founded
in 2010 and has improved
in its technique and scores
over the years. In January,
the team competed against
Mount Hebron in the Super
Bowl and won the county
championship.
This final game was a jubilant moment for senior

AJ Genovese. He feels that
the team has improved their
skills and has grown closer
together.
“I had fun playing [the last
game] this year, as a senior,”
said Genovese.
Though a successful activity,
Allied Bowling acts as more
than just a team to each of its
members. It is a true community and a great place for
people to connect over the
love of a game (and sometimes the love of the Brunswick Zone’s tater tots). It has
emphasized many critical life
lessons such as the importance of teamwork, healthy
competition and the reward
of practice.
Many students juggle multiple extracurricular activities such as clubs, tutoring,
sports and competitions;

however this may not be possible for everyone.
“[Allied Bowling allows
its participants] to have a
similar extracurricular experience [as other Centennial
students],” said Elizabeth Engle, special education teacher
and Allied Bowling coach.
The team gives members
the chance to make friends
and socialize, which is an
important part of a balanced
life. Not only do members of
the team bond with each other, they often make friends
with students from other
schools.
“I enjoy seeing friends
from not only Centennial,
but from other schools as
well,” shared Genovese.
The members of the Allied Bowling team feel very
comfortable together in their
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strong support system.
“I usually get tips if I screw
up, especially from Mrs. Engle or Mr. Fowler,” Genovese
said.
Engle concurred, describing the environment as very
positive and empowering.
“It’s a very rewarding experience to coach this team,”
said Engle.
The Allied Bowling team
has been a crucial part of our
school and community here
at Centennial. The team will
continue to be a success and
positively influence the lives
of Centennial students for
many more years.

- Sarah Paz

Mortgage financing
for school employees
Special

Here to help

Visit esfcu.org/WinterSavings.
This credit applies to first mortgages only. Purchase transactions will receive up to a maximum
$2,500 in closing cost credits, restrictions apply. Refinance transactions will receive closing cost credit
for a zero point rate and term refinance, restrictions apply. Members must apply online between now
and March 31, 2019 and enter “2019 Savings” in the comments box at the end of the application to
be eligible for the closing cost credit. The credit will be applied at the time of closing. This promotion
cannot be combined with other offers and is not valid on existing Educational Systems FCU loans.
Additional exceptions may apply. Loans are subject to credit qualifications and approval. All applicants
must meet membership eligibility requirements.
2
Financing is available with 3% down of your home’s appraised value. Expected monthly principal and
interest payment for a 30-year fixed conventional mortgage of $200,000 at an interest rate of 4.625%
with one point (which is an equivalent APR of 5.093%) and a payment of $1,028.284. Total payment is
$370,179.80. APR as low as 5.0934% for a 30-year fixed conventional mortgage. Rates are subject to
change without notice.
1

Federally
insured by
NCUA
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CHS
Winter
Sports
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ood
peaks

At WoodSpeaks, we
believe in letting the
wood speak for itself by
accentuating the natural beauty, warmth and
charm of each piece. By
specializing in live edge
and reclaimed wood,
we believe we are
celebrating nature and all
its grandeur.
Every piece we make is
beautiful enough for
hosting yet durable
enough for everyday use.

Visit our Instagram and
Facebook Pages!

@woodspeaksmd
Contact us!
woodspeaksmd@gmail.com

